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HOW TO GET TO CASA COLLEVERDE
From SARZANA
km 11,6 c.a - 25 min

From CARRARA
km 9,3 c.a - 20 min

Exit highway A-12 at Sarzana.
After the toll gatekeep right into Variante Aurelia (SS1).
Keep driving on SS1 following road signs to
Castelnuovo Magra, Carrara, Massa, Pisa.

Exit highway A-12 at Carrara.
After the tollbooth, turn left (Viale Galileo Galilei).
Continue along this road you will passunder a railway
bridge and here at the traffic lights turn left into the SS1
(Via Aurelia) towards Sarzana.

After about 6,6 km, you will find a chemist's on your right:
you are in PALVOTRISIA.

Continue driving for about 2,5 km, and at the third traffic
light turn right towards Ortonovo (Via Dogana).

At the first traffic light turn left into Via Palvotrisia (There
is a winery Lunae at the turning here on your right) and
keep driving for about 1,5 km, you will pass a very
sharp right hand bend and after 100 m arrive at a
junction with via Olmarello, here turn right.

At the road sign to Ortonovo/Nicola turn left into Via Larga
and after 50 meters bear right into Via Monte dei Frati.
Continue along this road which after a while becomes
Via Olmarello.
You will eventually pass on your left Ristorante Dei Pini
and about 80 m after this you turn right into via Dei Pini
signposted to Marciano / Ippotur.

Continue along this road for 400m and turn left into via
Dei Pini signposted to Marciano.
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Once you take via Dei Pini follow the signs for
Marciano/Sarticola and continue driving for about 2 km up
the hill until you get to a right turn signposted to Sarticola
(a no through road).
Here turn right and continue up the hill passing a yellow
house(on the right) with a car parked outside used as a
wood store.Here the road deteriorates a little but then
improves after the bend and the house on the left.
Keep on up the hill passing vines on the left and right until
you reach the car park at the top about 800 metres.
You have arrived.
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